
The Krabby Patty Secret Formula
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16. Adjective
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The Krabby Patty Secret Formula

The Krabby Patty, the most Adjective meal in the sea! Now we all love this treat, but how do you make

these Adjective sandwiches? Well, as a new employee of The Krusty Krab, you must learn the secret

formula. The formula of the one and only, Krabby Patty!

WARNING: IF YOU HAPPEN TO BE SOMEONE NAMED SHELDON PLANKTON, WE ARE PREPARED

TO SEND YOU FAR AWAY FROM THE KRUSTY KRAB ALL THE WAY TO " Place !" Thank you

for your time...

To start off, you must take a frozen patty out from the Place . These Krabby Patties are made from

imitation Sea Animal meat, so no need to worry if you only Verb Past Tense vegetables

Carefully slice each piece in to perfect Shapes . If you fail to do so, you may have to have a

Adjective talk with your boss, Mr. Krabs or even have him send you to "The Hooks." Next, you must

place each sliced patty on the Noun without burning it. Just imagine the customers taking a big bite in

your burnt patty and losing their appetite from that awful taste of Taste . So make sure to focus and

carefully cook each patty with love. Once the patties turn light Color or Color (depending on

the customer's choice), it's time to flip them with your spatula. Once the patties are done, it's time to cut the

cheese or well... cut the toppings. Add some sea cheese and bright Noun tomatoes on the patty. Sprinkle

some mustard and ketchup to give it that Adjective taste. Lettuce and onions must be included, unless a

customer is allergic to them or even allergic to Food . This is where it gets juicy! Adding the sea pickles

! Always make sure not to forget the pickles. No one wants to lose that feeling of when you make that tiny

squeaking



sound you get when you rub two pickles together. Add a dash of salt and pepper and lastly cover it with a

Adjective seaweed bun. Order up and you have yourself a Krabby Patty!
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